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Workshop met
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Tools and
Skills gained
at Workshop.

Presenters
met
expectations.

Recommend
Workshop to
others.

Tell us what you
liked most about the
workshop.

maybe

Further
develop skills
with us?

Mind map, writing fast, were the main ones.
Very practical!
Everything! If I had to choose one, I would say structuring a
brief.
Sandra and Nonie were very experienced and accessible.
In-depth insight on writing techniques, specially in policy
writing/BNs.

How well did the
workshop meet your
expectations?

It was more beneficial then I thought it would be.
Very much so. I can apply this immediately.
It exceeded my expecations.
Wasn't entirely sure what to expect but learnt useful
information on writing policy.
Very well.

“

can apply (these new skills)
“ 	Iimmediately.
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What understandings,
tools and skills have
you gained and
what difference will
these make in your
practice following the
workshop?
How well did the
presenters meet your
expectations?

—
Greater understanding of briefings in every way. Learnt more
about the magic of words.
How to write simply but completely. Mind mapping—will make
work a lot easier.
I found the convincing decision makers session very useful for
tips for persuasion and influence.
Formatting and mind mapping, policy writing consideration,
BNs
Yes, made you feel very welcome even though you were new
to policy.
They were great! Very engaging/authentic.
The presenters were knowledgable and engaging.
100%
Yes, my expectations were met quite extensively.

Would you
recommend the
program to others?

Yes.
Yes.
Yes.
Yes.
Yes.

Would you like to
develop further policy
skills with us?
(If yes or maybe, please tell us what
you would like to explore.)

Would you like to
hear from us about
further programs?

Yes.
Yes. Enrolled in further courses in 2020.
Maybe.
Maybe. Would have to see what other courses were on offer.
Maybe.
Yes.
Yes.
Yes.
Yes.
Yes.

“

I found the convincing
decision makers session
very useful for tips for
persuasion and influence.

Understand this is what participants wanted but punctuation
session could have been omitted? Can’t keep everyone happy
all the time.

“

Further comments:

Thank you very much.
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